SZ-URBAN
The SZ-Urban is the latest addition

The SZ-Urban is perfect for urban

to the open face range. It is based on

(motor-) scooter use offering an
excellent entry level, open face Arai

the SZ/f, an open face helmet that is

helmet that is sturdy enough to with-

acknowledged to be the benchmark

stand the rigors of daily city use.

in its segment. The same fit and
comfort, complete with removable
ear cups, is granted.

Smart ventilation
The two top ducts are positioned lower and more on the side of the outer
shell so they are much less prone to damage in an under seat luggage
compartment of a scooter.

Fibre glass outer shell
The fiberglass outer shell is not only extremely strong, but also lightweight.
The ergonomically shaped shell offers a more enveloping fit toward the
bottom opening, allowing improved streamlining and smarter appearance.

Penetration resistant

Removable ear cups

Visor

The penetration test is performed with a 3 kg
cone steel striker that hits the fiberglass outer
shell after a free fall from 3 meters height.
The SZ-Urban passes
this important
test, although
it is not required
by the European
helmet standard.

For a custom fit, the washable ear cups with
their shock absorbing liner can be changed for
thicker or thinner ones.
There is much room
around the ear area
for better comfort and
plenty of space for a
communication
device.

Beautiful, aerodynamically shaped and optically
correct visor. Preformed
with a 3D shape for
better vision, less
distortion and UV ray
protection. Available in
tinted versions.
The shield can be
changed in seconds
without the need
for tools.

LRS
Thanks to the LRS
(Lever Release System)
the shield can be
changed in seconds
without the need
for tools.

Multiple-density EPS foam liner
Unique single piece, multiple-density EPS foam liner,
an Arai technology that combines three to five
densities in various areas as a single component, rather
than an assembly of separate pieces fitted together.

Reinforced bottom
The outer shell is reinforced at the bottom for
even more strength and stiffness with the Arai
Hyper Ridge.
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